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Chapter 1 : , The Year Of Money Printing | Miles Franklin
Section II Blowing Your Money in the Investment Markets: The Turnpike to Financial Hell. T he next four chapters
assume you have accumulated some money to invest, perhaps because you took the advice in Chapters 3 through 6,
perhaps because you are a high earner, perhaps because you have had a windfall.

Realistically, my target scenario during a recession is to stay flat â€” neither make nor lose money. But my
blue sky scenario is to actually try and make lots of money as the world collapses all around. The first step to
making money during the next downturn is to be OK no longer making money during an upturn. In other
words, you must methodically sell off risk assets like stocks and real estate the longer we go in the cycle. It
hurts to miss out on gains, but missing out on gains is the only way to not lose money. Your goal is to time
your asset allocation so that you have the least amount of risk exposure when the cycle turns. The problem,
obviously, is that nobody knows when the cycle will turn. If we are to say the recovery began in , then is the
9th year of the current cycle. It seems likely there will be a recession before the end of year cycle. Therefore,
you want to move mostly to cash and CDs before then or have short positions that outweigh your long
positions at the very end of the cycle. You must weigh your guaranteed return against the possibility of
missing out on further gains or the possibility of losing money. The only way to make a lot of money in a
downturn is to take risk. This means losing money if the downturn never comes. The easiest way to short risk
is to buy an ETF that goes up when the underlying index it tracks goes down. You can also short individual
stocks as well if you feel you have an edge and want more direct exposure. The stocks that usually get
hammered the most during a downturn are high beta stocks with weak balance sheets and no earnings. In other
words, small cap names in the biotech and tech sectors often go down the most because their valuations are all
based on speculative terminal values. Such companies will be relentlessly attacked on the short side as
speculation grows they will go out of business. This is why shorting the Russell small cap index TWM is quite
popular in a bear market. Thus, given we know the average recession lasts only 18 months, many investors
seek relative safety by buying utility or consumer staple stocks. Beware, if you short a high dividend yielding
sector or stock or treasury bond ETF, you will be forced to pay that dividend. In other words, you can only go
long volatility for brief periods of time less than a couple of months before the structure of the investment
drags you down. Buying TLT will give you more upside and volatility given longer duration bonds are more
sensitive to interest rate changes. The Case For Buying Bonds: The more dire the economic situation, the more
valuable hard assets become. Gold is an imperfect hedge. Therefore, build enough skills, client relationships,
and internal goodwill to be forever employed. You are likely your largest money maker. They wanted their
three years of indentured servitude in return for tuition assistance. Besides getting more formal education, you
should put some time aside each week to exercise your creative mind. These extra engines could blast you off
into financial space. The Easiest Way To Make Money In A Downturn Shorting the market long term is a
losing proposition due to population growth, ever-growing demand, dwindling supply, and inflation. If you
want to short the market, you must be disciplined to short for only a short duration of time. During this
shorting time period, you will likely lose money as your timing will be imprecise. As a result, many investors
looking to hedge against a downturn build a portfolio of longs and shorts and rebalance their net exposure
whenever they feel more bullish or bearish. But in such a scenario, you might lose on your longs and shorts as
well. Given you can mistime the market in both directions and none of the investments above are perfect
hedges, the easiest way to make money during a downturn is to go long cash or cash equivalents like CDs.
You can lock in a month CD right now for 2. Making a guaranteed return of 2. If you can concurrently build
outside income sources while you de-risk, then all the better. For those of you who are under 40 or who have
at least 20 years of work left in you, you might as well keep taking risk based on a more traditional asset
allocation model. When you combine not spending money with long-term compounding, you will get rich
beyond expectations. For those of you who have enough money to be happy, taking excess risk is unnecessary.
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In addition to better money oversight, run your investments through their award-winning Investment Checkup
tool to see exactly how much you are paying in fees.
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Chapter 2 : Mutual Fund Investment: Why expense ratio of your mutual fund is important - The Financial Ex
Section II Blowing Your Money in the Investment Markets: The Turnpike to Financial Hell 7 Listening to Wall Street Wall
Street's conventional wisdom has been Â° wrong almost forever.

Neil January 26, , 9: I would say a MMM attitude of contentment is even more valuable. This reminds me of
the classic book: Even the wikipedia article about that book dogs on Americans for sucking at accumulating
wealth: As a collective, we Americans suck at accumulating assets. We are incredibly awesome at throwing
money out the proverbial window, however. Reply Alex January 26, , 2: Reply Alistair January 26, , 3: It was
thinking that way that showed me how I could do an earlier retirement NINE years sooner than I had
originally thought possible. Reply Brian January 27, , Free Money Minute January 26, , 2: Many times I find
brand new items being sold at garage sales, on craigslist, etc because they were bought during one of the
binges and simply placed in another room until finally listed for a fraction of the purchase price and tax that
they paid on the item. Reply GordonsGecko January 26, , The savings rate however is also based on a
temporary salary that may last only another year or so. Or, if Dodd-Frank sticksâ€¦ it could lead to a very
productive and lucrative year mini-career with a handful of my colleagues and I breaking out into our own
consulting company, rather than working for an existing company. Reply DavidTheDoofus January 27, ,
Reply John February 8, , 8: Basically take your age and divide by 10, then multiply by your gross annuall
salary. The formula works with a combination of any age or salary and a good benchmark. Reply Josh January
31, , 8: Reply cs April 5, , Based on his salary he probably finished law school in and started working in
January with a salary as follows: For instance if you are 24, just graduated college and got your first real job
making 60K a year, with a net worth of zero you are doing OK. So maybe the formula should be Take your
age, subtract 24, then divide by ten and then multiply by your salary. Reply Tamara March 19, , I refer to it
whenever I feel like buying stupid things luckily such urges are extremely rare. That book often crosses my
mind whenever I encounter shopaholics. I will never have the chance now. May he rest in peace. Reply JB
April 13, , 9: Those are expensive hobbies. She hates to clothes shop so I think we will be fine in retirement.
Reply Bonnie January 26, , 9: I would guess thier goal should be education or skills training to raise there
earning potential. Does renting or owning a house make more sense or should they return to the nest if
possible? Just how long would it take to FI on a 30K a year job? Evan January 26, , I hope this helps! Kevin
January 26, , Rent vs own is a whole debate in itself and is very dependent on the city. Finally, the math
works out the same and saving percentage is really the only number that matters. You have to decide what
level of saving you are happy with. Reply James January 26, , Take the MMM budget in his wealth
accumulation phase for example: The median income of U. And while there will usually be fat to trim in any
budget, there is a definite floor on spending see http: We live very comfortably on We are both in our sixties
and have about , in net worth and no bills whatsoever. The stash does not count a very successful business
getting sold, nor a partial ownership of several acres with 2 vacation homes in Provo which was inherited and
is now for sale. I recently decided to check the grocery bill against the budgets of the USAG, and found we are
in their very restricted food budget. This is spite of eating what we want. Shopping the Perimeter and cooking
at home really make a huge difference. Reply Tone Loc January 27, , 8: No bills actually means just that, no
mortgage no car or other loans and all credit cards paid off monthly. We update a spead sheet monthly, and as
my DH the business owner has just given himself a raise, we now save 50 percent of earnings monthly. We
bought our current house with cash, after selling the last one which was larger. Reply Neil January 29, , This
gives you a closer idea of how much it would cost you to enjoy your current lifestyle if you were just starting
out today. Many costs â€” particularly food and housing â€” vary substantially between locations. Yes, people
can move to a cheaper location, but until they reach financial independence, in many most? Once they reach
FI, moving is fair game, though still entails many non-financial costs in losing friends and possibly further
from family Reply JB April 13, , 9: Equity does no good while just living in the house. A paid for house is the
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best security, but your equity will rise and fall. It only matters once you are ready to sell. Reply EricP January
28, , 1: Reply Eldred January 26, , Eldred January 26, , 1: Not sure why that one is so far off. That would be
great! Jeff January 26, , 1: When I was single, I used to keep my house in the degree range. Maybe his house is
tiny and incredibly well insulated. Reply Eldred January 26, , 4: I may have to do some experimentingâ€¦brrr!
Ray January 27, , 9: Still, for me it also means thermal underwear plus soft polyurethane foam padding under
my clothes, fingerless gloves and sleeping under a space blanket rustles a lot and gets slightly moist in the
morning. It also depends much on your eating habits how well you will tolerate cold. Also expect no visitors,
babies and old people, who are reported to tolerate cold even worse. Reply Eldred January 27, , 9: Two
questions â€” One, what do your eating habits have to do with cold tolerance. Two, how do you insulate ONE
room in a house without tearing out walls and putting in more insulation? Absolutely no discomfort by
dressing properly with warm clothing. Comfortably living below the poverty level off this wasteful culture.
Hilary January 27, , JB April 13, , 9: Mike January 26, , 2: This has to help with the cost of utilities, and
probably insurance, etc.
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Chapter 3 : calendrierdelascience.com: Customer reviews: I Will Teach You To Be Rich
In his NewRetirement podcast appearance, Bernstein recommended: "I could write on a box top a very successful
investment strategy, which would be simply to put a third of your money each into the index of US stocks, foreign stocks
and US bonds and that's going to do extremely well.".

Posted by Financial Samurai 50 Comments Every so often, the stock market will take a dive when you least
expect it. When we sense danger, the natural tendency is to run the other way, preferably in a herd for
survival. As a result, sell-offs often intensify as computer algorithms now join us humans in rushing out of
positions. Here are some things you can do to reduce your fear and not sell or buy at inopportune times. Here
are some common financial objectives: Because we tried for so long to have a child and were finally blessed
with one in , my key objective is to enable my wife and me to be stay at home parents for the first five or six
years of his life before he goes to kindergarten. Whether we go back to work or not, is a different matter. If
you never plan to sell because you know stocks and bonds have generally gone up and to the right for decades,
perhaps you have a high risk tolerance. When people started losing big money during the financial crisis, there
was mass panic because they were also losing value in their houses, which are usually owned with debt.
Meanwhile, when your company is going through its third or fourth round of mass layoffs, the desire to raise
cash becomes almost impossible to prevent, especially if you have a family to support. When we left work at
34 respectively, our risk tolerance was medium-to-high since we only had to provide for ourselves. Further, it
took a lot of guts to truncate promising careers so young. But due to our current 1 objective of being stay at
home parents for at least five or six years, our risk tolerance is now medium-to-low. Knowledge truly is your
best friend when it comes to investing. There are no investment guarantees, but we do have historical data we
can study to get an idea of how our investment portfolios will perform over time. Here are the historical
returns between â€” according to research from the Vanguard Group. We saw this sell-off happen in when
many investors sold at the absolute bottom. My public investment portfolio weighting: Whenever your
investments lose money, a humbling way to look at your paper or realized loss is to figure out how many more
months of work will be required to make up for your loss. This exercise will not only help you assess your true
risk tolerance, but it will also motivate you to build extra income streams. One of your goals on the road to
financial independence is to never experience a decrease in your net worth each year. In the beginning, your
income and aggressive savings should be enough to consistently grow your net worth. But once you start
amassing a large investment portfolio, there will be a breakpoint where your investments may start generating
a significant boost or drag to your net worth. This is one of the reasons why you should dial down risk the
wealthier you get. If your investments are losing money, get offended at your sensibilities. Then get motivated
to do some consulting work or take on some gig economy jobs or my favorite, build a side hustle online. Only
as a last resort should you be selling and drawing down principal to pay for life. When I started losing big
bucks starting in , I decided to finally start Financial Samurai in By having a cash hoard, you will not only
have a financial cushion, you will also have the firepower to take action during violent sell-offs. Buying stocks
during a downturn is a positive that counteracts the negative of losing money from your investments. This
helps your psyche. As a result, I never feel helpless during a stock market correction anymore. Given you
always have spare cash to take advantage of opportunity, you should always develop a plan whenever there
are significant changes in the market. When equities are selling off, my stock weighting naturally declines.
Therefore, I will look to re-up my stock weighting whenever there is a 1. Therefore, think about what the
children in our lives will think about the investment opportunities we have today. Then I imagine the day
when my son graduates from college and ventures into the real world to be his own independent man. Let
mom and dad help you with anything you need, because surprise! We invested in stocks and real estate when
you were a baby, just in case you decided investing back then would have been a great idea. Instead, go have
some sangria with friends and loved ones. Go for a nice free long walk in the park. Life is the same whether
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stocks are going up or down. I always feel better after a good game of tennis or softball. The endorphins kick
in, the body becomes nice and sore, and my mind feels like it got a nice massage. I also spend more time
writing on Financial Samurai because writing is cathartic. It helps me work through logic and emotion to see
things more clearly. You want to consistently crystallize the value of your investments, which is why buying
real assets that provide utility like a house feels so good. Alternatively, you can use your profits to buy
experiences that tend to appreciate over time as well. Sometimes I catch myself at a stop light feeling giddy
the car was bought with the returns from my severance check. Although I could have made more money if I
kept the money invested, it feels wonderful to actually see the investments be utilized for a better life. Over the
long run, your risk should pay off if you have the proper asset allocation and time horizon. The only people
who lose are those who are too afraid to take any risk at all. These are the people who hoard most of their net
worth in cash. If you have a clear plan for how you will allocate capital, you will better conquer your fear of
investing. If you believe in the bull market, then you should buy the dips. If you believe a bear market is
imminent, then you should sell into strength. Given my investment horizon is at least 20 years, I plan on
consistently generating enough cash flow to buy as many dips as possible.
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Chapter 4 : Monday Market Movement â€“ Bouncing Back to Highs? | Phil's Stock World
Tax saving schemes: If you are fortunate to be a parent of a girl, Sukanya Samriddhi Yojana is one of the best financial
products to put your money into.

Click here to become a part of our growing community and learn how to stop gambling with your investments.
Click here to see some testimonials from our members! I have been with this site since the beginning and i
have learned more the past 3 years than the previous Information and great commentary are abound. The
traders on the site are second to none and my portfolio has benefited greatly. Busy trading, but lots of fun and
memorable trades. Neverworkagain What a quarter! Silentstorm Probably the best approach and method I
have ever seen for the public and I have worked for some serious traders at the biggest houses doing research.
Those guys all have various forms of inside info that you and I do not and cannot have. Davis simply has a
great system based on a very deep understanding and experience that gives him market savvy that is very real.
A very smart guy and he shares it for a fee. He knows how to use options to great advantage and make money
trading. DowntoEarthThinking Looking over your main themes last week, the "China may fall first" and "if
you missed it previously, Thurs am gives you a second chance to short" were absolutely on target. I had to rely
on stop-losses because of my schedule but just those two calls could have been worth a small fortune. Keep it
up and I look forward to your new portfolio. Ocelli Opt, I think the hardest thing is being disciplined enough
to trade with you. Thanks for all your hard work! You should know that your premium membership is
amazing on many levels, You and your readers offer a ton of economic and statistical analysis that I was able
to use in my clerical level job in finance. Sorry for the long post. I had to say something to you that I never
thought I would have the opportunity to. You helped put my family in an almost debt-free life through the
stock and option plays that I made during my time as a customer of your service and that has made us very
happy. You are a good man and I wish you and your family many years of joy and happiness. I wish I could
do ads for you! I have learned a lot and am still learning even occasionally about political issues - ha! It
seemed that you were the only person on the planet that thought stocks falling was still possible. I am glad I
listened. About the end of the year I was really beginning to second guess though. Thanks for suggesting
taking some profits last Nov. It no longer looks like I missed much. Now that was the best Ford I ever owned I
now drive a Mercedes but still "love" the Ford. So a big thank you for "teaching me how to fish" rather than
just giving me the fish The last 6 weeks in fact have been great. Selling short calls is definitely my preferred
approach. Even allowed me to play golf this afternoon while the premium melted away and shoot a career low
round. I owe you man! Ether As a retired stockbroker from a major Canadian brokerage firm, I can tell you I
would never had access to these type of trade ideas, especially the hedges. You never cease to amaze me with
your thoughtful perspective on a myriad of different issues and challenges. The ride from Dow 9, or was it 8,?
I wish I could have it all over again, except with the capital I have now. I really appreciate your sentiment and
commitment! Just want to thank you for what you do for all of us. JBaker Thanks Phil another great week of
guiding us! Steven Parker Its been a "perfect" month. Every stock I wrote calls against looks like it will be
called away next week, every put I wrote will expire worthless. Phil â€” thanks for sharing your knowledge of
the market! Bib big thanks Phil!! This is manageable with my full time job as a business owner. DCalrk41
Phil, Passed a milestone today since joining 2 months ago. Some were daytrades that became spreads. Rest of
the account is there to day trade, cover the writes and take advantage of opportunities. Thanks to everyone
who contributes here, what a sweet way to trade, so many opportunities. Ben1Be I cannot believe the success I
have had in the last 6 months because of what I have learned here! It has been truly life changing. Thank you
Phil, I am forever grateful and hope I have helped someone else along the way. Craigsa I have to thank you for
excelling yourself during this past week. I have spent a good few hours going over your notes and comments
and there are so many gems on repairing and rolling trades that I have been beavering away on paying special
attention to my major positions and analysing them using your approach on Tuesday. Being able to look at a
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group of trades on the same underlying in this case AAPL and taking a detached view by assessing the impact
of the underlying reaching different price points was extremely reassuring. Winston Against all prognostics
bears Phil pointed in the morning the correct direction, and in middle of day he pointed the possible move to 2.
Spider It was a nice day thanks to your help! Phil you gave me a road map and I simply followed the signs
along the way. Craigsa Cory Booker for President. Thanks for all the good futures guidance Phil! Having one
of my best months yet. Traderd Thank you Nantucket. It is hard to be a complete beginner in the market with
this complicated, fast moving, and very advanced group. Phil is the Great One, but the membership is
absolutely amazing! Had I known this ahead I would probably log in as "awe struck" everyday. Coke Phil,
thank you for all the education here. Thanks to the rest of the members as well! I appreciate all of the
contributions you make. Trade War â€” so what? Want to stay for rounds ? Bounce lines to watch are: So why
is Jim Cramer trying to mislead his viewers into a false sense of complacency? Never forget how CNBC and
other networks reassured you and told you everything was fine before and during the Financial crisis and then,
when the Government stepped in and things were going to get better â€” they told you NOT to go back in â€”
because their sponsors wanted to get in first! And there are still plenty of earnings reports to mull over but
most of the majors are out of the way at this point:
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Chapter 5 : How To Make Lots Of Money During The Next Downturn
If you want tips to invest money in India, and other content related to wealth creation and financial markets, just tell us in
the comments section and we will plan a video on it. So these were.

September 3, Why expense ratio of your mutual fund is important Illustration: Liquid funds are your parking
lots for that contingency fund this could be your income of months , multi asset funds are those multi-talented
funds that work as a great diversification tool when you want the best of all three asset classesâ€”equity, debt
and gold. Then comes the turn to introduce you to one of the very popular investment avenues in mutual
fundsâ€”diversified equity mutual funds. These are like your best friendâ€”with you for the long-term. As a
disciplined investor you should link your investments to equity mutual funds with your long-term financial
goals. However, there are over equity mutual funds in India today. Which one do you choose? Or the one
which your friend has invested in? Or the one that has top ratings? Goal-based investing Doing some
homework before investing your money is necessary. Things you must look at before investing are identifying
your investment goals and objectives of that fund and checking if it matches your risk tolerance. The lower the
better, and last but not the least, is the expense ratio of the fund. Investors often tend to underestimate the
impact of this ratio on their mutual fund portfolio. Apply now on BankBazaar. Expense ratio Expense ratio is
a measure of what it costs an investment company to operate a mutual fund. This is expressed as a ratio of
your overall investments with the fund. The largest component of the expense ratio is the fees paid for
managing your money. For example, if you invest Rs 10, in a fund with an expense ratio of 1. Every fund
house charges different expense ratios for different schemes. Regardless of the scheme performance, the fund
house charges you that expense ratio. Therefore, it makes complete sense to go for funds with lower expense
ratios. Although low expense ratio is not just the only thing one must look for in a good fund. The fund
philosophy also mattersâ€”a fund house focused on costs may lower expense ratio on a matter of principle, a
fund house wanting more AUM may drop expense ratios for a completely different reason. Therefore, the
formula for a good fund should be combination of steady performance over the long term by following
prudent investment philosophy with minimal expenses. To avoid high impact of high expense ratio, it is
important to do your homework and choose a fund that has a combination of low expense and prudent
investment philosophy.
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Chapter 6 : AOL - Finance News & Latest Business Headlines
You may be blowing away your money due to carelessness and stupidity. Repeatedly falling below the minimum
average monthly balance in one's Savings Account.

As somehow is already winding down, I wanted to remind you of our favorite legal loop hole. So, if you want
to claim a loss on the sale of a security like a stock, bond, option, fund, etc. That is because the law pertains
only to securities and not to physical commodities such as precious metals. In plain speak, this means that
bullion items are not subject to a holding period for tax-swap sales. And if you are like many of our clients
that purchased over the past several years, you are sitting on some losses in your precious metals holdings. We
will also perform this service for metals that you may have purchased from other vendors before joining Miles
Franklin. You can offset any gain â€” dollar for dollar. The process is simple. Contact your Miles Franklin
Broker, or contact us at to discuss the specifics of your unique situation. We will provide you with an
assessment of your potential Tax Swap. Of course, we will give you the information you need to contact your
tax accountant or professional for their confirmation. We will assist you in every step along the way. When, I
might add, I was still a mainstream sell-side oilfield service, equipment, and drilling analyst at
Citigroup-owned Salomon Smith Barney in New York. Presidential election; are any indication, are finally
starting to fight back â€” and win. Meanwhile, here in the United States of Economic Lies, mortgage and
refinance applications â€” i. Let alone, the aforementioned, imminent bail-out of Monte dei Paschi, which is
highly likely to occur this weekend. Such as, for instance, Italian government and corporate bonds. Which
frankly, is all the markets care about; just as in the case of the ECB, all it cares about is the six-month QE
extension. This, as comes to a close, on easily the most insane year of global money printing, and debt
escalation, in global history. There are no upcoming events.
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Chapter 7 : 13 Retirement Investing Tips from Today's Financial Geniuses | NewRetirement
Expense ratio. Expense ratio is a measure of what it costs an investment company to operate a mutual fund. This is
expressed as a ratio of your overall investments with the fund.

Learning about common budgeting mistakes can reduce your odds of making them. The best way to remember
everything you buy is to update your budget each night before you go to bed while your daily purchases and
bill payments are still fresh in your mind. You could also carry around a small notebook so you can jot down
your purchases throughout the day as you make them or use a personal finance app that helps you track all
your spending from both your checking account and your credit cards. If you hate tracking, a simple,
old-fashioned budgeting tool can help you stay on track: A modern version of this system is the Mvelopes app,
which uses digital envelopes. It connects to your bank account to help you track your income and your
spending, lets you set a monthly budget for each of your expenses and helps you establish savings goals. For
related reading, see 8 Steps to an Organized Financial Life. The negativity you feel will help prevent you from
overspending more or doing it again. Just think of this step as damage control. Own up to your overspending
and then move on. Add a few impulse buys at a few other stores and websites over the course of a month and
no matter how inexpensive each purchase is individually, they add up. Impulse buying is expensive. How does
this happen? You can also do damage control after the fact by returning excess purchases or redesigning your
budget for the next couple of weeks to make up for your overspending. A spending binge can set you back far
more than treating yourself occasionally, so go for the occasional minor splurge. Buy that bottle of wine or
those flowers for your yard. Download an audiobook but check the library first! Think about your spending
not only in terms of money but also in terms of time, aggravation and sanity. When you have limited time,
determine where your money-saving efforts are best spent. Not Asking for Help If you need help staying on
track, ask someone to hold you accountable. This could be a friend, relative, significant other, spouse,
financial coach or financial advisor. You could also join an online or real-life budgeting class or club where
members hold each other accountable for their spending and a group leader requires monthly check-ins and
offers personalized advice. Pick someone with whom you feel comfortable discussing money. The person you
want will be truthful and will support you and encourage you. For some people, an independent professional,
such as a financial advisor or financial coach, may be the best bet for keeping spending in line. Though you
may have to provide documentation proving that you qualify for their assistance, services designed to help
low-income or deeply indebted individuals will most likely be free; beware of those wanting to charge you for
help. Everyone will go off budget occasionally no matter how much money is available to them. Accept it as a
certainty that going off budget will happen. Take what actions you can to correct the mistake â€” maybe you
can return something you purchased stores often have surprisingly liberal return policies , or make up for the
extra spending by selling something you own on eBay, Amazon or Craigslist. Then, forgive yourself and start
fresh.
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Chapter 8 : 5 tax-saving products you must consider for investment in FY - The Financial Express
The difference is, that money came with a financial advisor, and because I KNOW I'm dumb, I had it set up so that I
basically wouldn't be able to touch most of it and would get a certain percentage of the investment proceeds each
month.

Kate March 31, , 6: This article is VERY helpful. This angle has not been covered. I Reply Cindy Rhinebeck
March 31, , 7: At first, going frugal to me was the same as admitting to failure and who wants to voluntarily
do that? For example, 11 years ago I downshifted from a 9 room house to a 4 room house. Technically, the
larger house was killing me. Take the necessary time to re-adjust to your new lifestyle. One step at a time. I
am so happy. AND my wallet and savings account love it also! I enjoy being frugal, protecting the
environment, living a more mindfull and eco-friendly lifestyle. I wish I could have done it sooner. Marcia
Frugal Healthy Simple March 31, , 1: And like anything, it can be a constant struggle, and a muscle you have
to work on. Or diet you can lose weight and maintain it, but little by little, stresses and life changes make it
creep back up. I see downshifting like that. Then I have a kid. Including a relative who grew up in a 1BR apt
with a family of 4. Plus all of the activities people insist are necessary for your kids. Group sports at age 4, 5,
6! But do we NEED it? And would the effort to get it uproot us and cause us to be less happy with the rest of
the house? Although camping is fun too, cheaper, and if you pick the right place, has absolutely zero cell
service. I learned to swim by training for a triathlon. Which I get pressured to buy on occasion. I ride further
on my one-way trip to work. But it would be easy to buy a new bike. Reply FreeUrChains April 2, , You
become happy with nothing, and building everything for humanity out of love and compassion. Reply Dave
March 31, , 7: I was in a meeting with 9 people all telling how many lotto tickets they each bought. I told them
my plan did not include get rich schemes. Then I encouraged each person to go to MMM and read the first 4
posts. At least one person took a look while I was explaining MMM. Thanks for all you do to promote a
healthier lifestyle for fellow mustachians. When I meditate sometimes it is very pleasant but often odd
disturbing thoughts come up. I normally note the thought and then let it pass by. Your ideas about being
present because that is all there really is also a typical Zen outlook. Reply mamarjan March 31, , 4: For me
meditation is just that. Be quiet, relaxed, try not to think and stick with it for long enough. Reply
FreeUrChains April 2, , 1: I am already seeing results each week: Jason April 1, , 8: I probably learned to read
before I could walk, and my mind has since developed an insatiable hunger to devour everything I come into
contact with. This drive led me to aggressively pursue Philosophy as both a major in my university studies and
outside in my personal endeavors. I actually came to study eastern thought quite extensively in college, and
adopted Zazen to clear out the large amount of gunk that my mind tends to accumulate. I particularly enjoy the
works of OSHO among Zen practitioners, and at various points in life understood myself to be a functional
Zen Buddhist. I know what I am. If I had to describe for you where my thinking gravitates, I would describe
myself as a Perennial Philosopher. Of the Zen tradition, my personal practice is probably more akin to the
methods of the Rinzai, rather than the Soto school hence the recommendation to NOT use meditation as
escapism. I believe things like absurdity, nonsense, disappointment, satire and pain are the greatest teachers of
all. Seth July 4, , Reply Heather March 31, , 9: Great tips and I look forward to a more consistent action stage
in lovely frugal happiness. Reply Kurt March 31, , 9: Now we wish we were still in the old houseâ€¦with a
mortgage of one third of what we have now. And the fiancial demands on us were crazy. In that, there is a
focus on the here and now. Set your sequential goals, attain your goals, feed your soul and defeat your
gremlins paraphrasing here. So my goal is to thin out all of the stuff that does not add to the quality of LIFE.
The tough part was selling my family on this. So Thank You and all of you that reside in the
Mustachiansphere for the great and timely article and best of luck with your personal journey. James March
31, , Trying to enjoy the journey and not get too caught up in how far it is to where I want to be. It can be a
difficult process for people to change their attitudes about what constitutes a happy and successful life. The
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unexpected emotions that surface during a lifestyle change can be THE biggest problem. I also see emotional
turmoil in my spouse as he begins to shed his previous consumer habits to become more purposeful in life. He
experiences so much stress over selling items that he used in his prior careerâ€¦.. He used to own a business
and I believe it represents a time in his life when he accomplished so much, that to let go feels like admitting
failure. He is successful now too, but working from a different perspective. On a separate topicâ€¦ I have a
great healthy and inexpensive recipe to add to the forum! Reply AGU March 31, , 9: Most people including
myself get caught up in daily cycles so much that we forget to think about ourselves and our priorities. A few
months ago, I had surgery that kept me in bed for couple of weeks with eyes closed and not able to do
anything other than think about my life, people I love and care, and things i wanted to do. There were no
distraction like TV or other entertainment. It also reminded me of limited time we have in life. This was first
time in life I had such an experience and it was very enlightening. By the end of two weeks, I was a totally
different person, realized my priorities were upside down, and was focusing on wrong things. Now, I am a
totally different person, more optimistic, less stressed and overall positive person. Even some people
commented if I am the same person before the surgery. It is unfortunate that I needed a major medical
downtime to realize this. Goran Kropp lived in the woods in a pup tent while he worked a full time job to raise
money for his Everest adventure. He rode a bicycle with pound equipment trailer 8, miles from Sweden to
Nepal, climbed Mount Everest without oxygen getting within feet of the summit, then got on his bike and rode
home. Johan May 1, , 2: Thanks for sharing his story, next time I will pick it up! Fawn March 31, , I would
like to add a few observations from the place of having done this work over a decade ago: I avoid it as best I
can. Now that I know this, I make better choices right away. Saves time and money. But buying stuff does not
lessen the pain. However, recognizing that others suffer simular pain and finding ways to be present with them
in their pain gives meaning to the experience and seems to make it more tolerable. And what better way to do
that, than to live so frugally and mindfully that one has the time to do it and the inner silence to recognize the
folks who need this presence. Thanks for this excellent post. Reply Jason April 1, , 8: They simply need to be
transmuted, which takes perspective. The death of a loved one should not be an affliction.
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Latest news, expert advice and information on money. Pensions, property and more.

Share For most people, a bank account is simply a place to hold money, not make money. Yet there are several
types of bank accounts, so consumers should know which ones best fit their needs. A lot of people understand
the two major types of bank accounts: Those are fine for starters, but there are other types of accounts that
allow customers to earn higher interest in exchange for less access to their cash. These are called time deposit
accounts and call deposit accounts, which are similar but have some key differences. Time Deposits Time
deposits, also known as certificates of deposit, pay a much higher interest rate but require a minimum deposit
and tie your money up for a set period of time, which can range anywhere from six months to 30 years. At
least in the United States, the most popular time deposits have historically been for one, two or five years.
Beyond that duration, your money has greater potential for growth via an investment account. Time deposits
are known by different names in other countries. Call Deposits Call deposits are basically accounts that require
you to keep a minimum balance in exchange for a higher interest rate. Unlike time deposits, you have ready
access to most of your cash yet are still able to earn a higher return. Banks have been marketing these types of
accounts for years, often calling them Checking Plus or Advantage Accounts. One advantage of call deposits
is that they can be denominated in different currencies. For a South African wanting to minimize her rand
holdings while capitalizing on the relative stability of the pound sterling or U. Banks offer time and call
deposit accounts simply to attract more depositors. Since banks make money by making loans, the more
money they have on deposit, the more loans they can make. For banks, offering a slightly higher interest rate
in return for a more stable cash flow makes sense. Deciding which account is better is simply a matter of your
objective. If you want ready access to your money, a call deposit is probably a better choice. Hidden costs are
virtually nonexistent, happening only in the rarest of cases. For instance, a lending institution will reserve the
right to shorten the term at its discretion, not that they ever do. In practice, time deposits are used by investors
individuals, businesses etc. For that they sacrifice liquidity â€” or more accurately, liquidity beyond a certain
level. Everyone needs some readily accessible cash. The Bottom Line Whether call deposits or time deposits
suit you better, understand that a bank account is never a vehicle for making significant gains.
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